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Embodiments of the invention generally encompass a 
digital, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) has 
been designed to perform excitation of a selected mode 
within a vibratory rate gyroscope, damping, or “force- 
rebalance,” of other modes within the sensor, and signal 
demodulation of the in-phase and quadrature components of 
the signal containing the angular rate information. The ASIC 
filters dedicated to each channel may be individually pro- 
grammed to accommodate different rate sensor designs1 
technology or variations within the same class of sensors. 
The ASIC architecture employs a low-power design, making 
the ASIC, particularly suitable for use in power-sensitive 
applications. 
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Produce a sense rebalance signal from a sense 
mode response signal with a rebalance loop to 

regulate a sense mode of the vibratory gyroscope 
to substantially zero. 

US 6,915,215 B2 

404 

Produce a drive signal for exciting a drive mode 
of a vibratory gyroscope with a drive loop to a 
substantially constant amplitude from a drive 

mode response signal. 

I 

Demodulate the sense rebalance signal with the 
drive mode response signal using a demodulator 

to produce a rate estimate of the vibratory 
gyroscope. 

FIG. 4E 
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facilitate customization according to the dynamics of indi- 
vidual sensors and because its hardware implementation is 
such that the ASIC is a low-power integrated circuit. 

Embodiments of the invention generally encompass a 
5 digital, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 

designed to perform excitation of a selected mode within a 
vibratory rate gyroscope, damping, or “force-rebalance,’’ of 
other modes within the sensor, and signal demodulation of 
the in-phase and quadrature components of the signal con- 
taining the angular rate information. The ASIC filters may be 
individually programmed to accommodate different rate 
sensor designsitechnology or variations within the same 
class of sensors. The ASIC architecture employs a low- 
power design, making the ASIC particularly suitable for use 

A typical embodiment of the invention comprises a dis- 
tributed digital control circuit device including a digital 
drive controller circuit for producing a drive signal for 
exciting a drive mode of a vibratory gyroscope to a sub- 

20 stantially constant amplitude from a drive mode response 
signal, a digital rebalance controller circuit for producing a 
sense rebalance signal from a sense mode response signal to 
regulate a sense mode of the vibratory gyroscope to sub- 
stantially zero and a digital demodulator for demodulating 

25 the sense rebalance signal with the drive mode response 
signal to produce a digital rate estimate of the vibratory 
gyroscope. The drive loop, the rebalance loop and the 
demodulator are implemented on a single application spe- 
cific integrated circuit (ASIC). Typically, the digital drive 

30 controller circuit includes an automatic gain control for 
exciting the drive mode to the substantially constant ampli- 
tude. 

The drive mode response signal and the sense mode 
response signal can be combined separately and input in the 

3s digital drive controller circuit and in the digital rebalance 
controller circuit to aid in isolating the drive and sense 
modes. Similarly, the digital drive signal and the digital 
sense rebalance signal can be combined separately at the 
loop output to excite the drive mode and regulate the sense 

40 mode to aid in isolating the drive and sense mode. In each 
case, the signals can be combined with a pair of program- 
mable amplifiers or, in alternate embodiments, with a pair of 
programmable filters. 

In order to accommodate gyroscope variability, the digital 
45 drive control circuit and the digital rebalance controller 

circuit are programmable such that the circuit device can be 
matched to a particular vibratory gyroscope. For example, 
the digital drive control circuit and the digital rebalance 
controller circuit can each include one or more program- 

50 mable finite impulse response (FIR) filters programmed to 
match the particular vibratory gyroscope. In addition, the 
programmable digital drive control circuit and the program- 
mable digital rebalance controller circuit can include one or 
more programmable amplifiers, such as those used at the 

55 input and/or output of the drive circuit and rebalance circuit 
to isolate the drive and sense modes of the gyroscope. 
Alternately, a programmable filter architecture can be 
employed to aid in isolating the drive and sense modes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

15 in power-sensitive applications. 

60 
Referring now to the drawings in which like reference 

numbers represent corresponding parts throughout: 
FIG. 1 A  is an exemplary vibratory gyroscope which can 

be used with the present invention; 
FIG. 1B displays the Bode magnitude and phase plots of 

the identified impedance model versus the experimental 
data. 
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1 
INTEGRATED LOW POWER DIGITAL 

GYRO CONTROL ELECTRONICS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. $119 
(e) of the following U.S. patent application, which is incor- 
porated by reference herein: 

U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 601391,350, filed 
Jun. 25, 2002, by Robert M’Closkey et al., entitled “INTE- 
GRATED LOW POWER DIGITAL GYRO CONTROL 
ELECTRONICS”. 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT RIGHTS 
The invention described herein was made in the perfor- 

mance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the 
provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 U.S.C 202) in which 
the Contractor has elected to retain title. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to devices and methods of 

controlling and signal processing for vibratory gyroscopes. 
2. Description of the Related Art 
Vibratory rate gyroscopes exploit a Coriolis term in the 

equations of motion to link two modes of the sensor’s elastic 
structure. One mode is driven to a constant-amplitude har- 
monic response (requiring a control loop) and consequently 
any angular motion about the sensor’s sensitive axis causes 
the other mode to respond to this rotation. The amplitude of 
this response is related to the angular rotation rate. Asecond 
feedback loop, as described by Challoner, et. a1 U.S. Pat. No. 
6,360,601 can be used to regulate the response of the second 
mode to zero and in this case the feedback signal contains 
information on the angular rotation rate that may be calcu- 
lated by demodulating this signal with the driven mode’s 
response. Implementation of the feedback control and signal 
processing electronics for vibratory gyroscopes has previ- 
ously required custom architectures and solutions. 

The feedback control and signal processing elements are 
present in existing vibratory gyros in the form of a discrete 
analog implementation and/or a general purpose centralized 
digital signal processing (DSP) chip. The disadvantage of a 
discrete analog implementation is its inflexibility with 
regard to modifying component values for the purpose of 
“tuning” or customizing the control loops for a given sensor. 
Since mass-produced sensors will have some degree of 
variability amongst a batch of supposedly identical devices, 
this inflexibility represents a significant drawback. On the 
other hand, one disadvantage of using a general purpose 
digital signal processing chip is that general purpose cen- 
tralized DSPs do not lend themselves to applications in 
which low power consumption is necessary (e.g., spacecraft, 
mobile systems, etc.). 

There is a need for devices and methods for controlling 
and signal processing for vibratory gyroscopes which are 
flexible and adaptable to various vibratory gyro sensors. 
Further, there is a need for such devices and methods which 
allow easily customized control loops for such sensors. 
Finally, there is also a need for such devices and methods 
which operate at low power consumption levels. The present 
invention meets all these needs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention addresses these and other issues 

because it retains enough flexibility in its architecture to 
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FIG. 1C is a block diagram of the general control loops 

FIG, 1~ shows a comparison between the identified 

electrodes creates an electrostatic force that, ideally, rocks 
the cloverleaf assembly about the y-axis. The amplitude of 
the rocking motion can be maximized by driving the elec- 
trodes 102A, 102B at the natural frequency of this degree of 

100 is rotated about the z-axis with angular rate of rotation 
Q, then the rocking about y is coupled into rocking about the 
x-axis via Coriolis acceleration in the x-y frame fixed to the 
gyroscope 100. The rocking about the x-axis is referred to as 

plot Of the power consumption i o  the sense rocking mode and its motion is related to Q. In an 

have equal frequencies and the nodal axes coincide with the 

fabrication irregularities may cause a split between the 
FIG. 3C is an image of a exemplary ASIC and a vibratory is rocking mode frequencies as well as a change in orientation 

of the nodal axes with respect to the electrodes 102A, 102B, 
FIG. 3D is an image of a typical circuit layout included 1 0 4 4  104B. 

The exemplary gyroscope 100 above is described U.S. 

implemented in embodiments of the invention; 

model and the decoupled model; 

the decoupling; 

exemplary embodiment of the invention; 

FIG, 1E shows experimental results ofthe effectiveness of freedom, as the drive rocking mode. If the gyroscope 

FIGS. 2A-2B are block diagrams of the architecture of an 

3A is an 

of the invention; 

typical embodiment of the invention; 

gyroscope; 

within the ASIC; 

and maximum Operating frequency for a embodiment ideal gyroscope, both the Sense and drive rocking modes 

x-axis and y-axis in the gyroscope 100 frame, However, FIG. 3B is a table showing electrical characteristics of a 

FIG. 4A illustrates a breadboard hosting the ASIC pro- Pat. No. 5,894,090 by Tang et al., which is incorporated by 
vides an exemplary infrastructure for interfacing the digital 20 reference herein. Further details regarding gyroscope opera- 
ASIC to the analog signals of the gyro; 

FIG. 4B shows the signal relationships and definitions of 
the closed-loop responses of the gyro under ASIC control; 

loop filter; 

drive mode; and 

method of the invention. 

tion can be found in Tang, T. K. et al., “Silicon bulk 
micromachined vibratory gyroscope,” Solid-state Sensor 
and Actuator Workshop, Hilton Head, SC, pp. 288-293, 
1996; Tang, T. K et al., “Silicon bulk micromachined vibra- 

zs tory gyroscope for microspacecraft,” Proc. of the SPIE- 
The International Society for Optical Engineering, Denver, 
Colo., vol. 2810, pp. 101-115, 1996; and Tang, T. K. et al., 
“A packaged silicon MEMS vibratory gyroscope for 
microspacecraft,” Proc. IEEE, The Tenth Annual Interna- 

30 tional Workshop on Micro Electro Mechanical Systems, 

4c shows the frequency response Of the 

FIG. 4D shows several tests ofthe AGC loop exciting the 

FIG. 4E is a flowchart which illustrate an exemplary 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Nagoya, Japan, pp. 500-505, 1997, which are all incorpo- 
rated by reference herein. However, as will be understood by 
those skilled in the art, the invention described herein is 

In the following description of the preferred embodiment, applicable to most other vibratory gyroscopes. Other such 
reference is made to the accompanying drawings which 35 applicable gyroscopes include, but are not limited to, a class 
form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of of isolated resonator as described, for example, in U.S. 
illustration a specific embodiment in which the invention patent application Ser. No. 091928,279 by Challoner, filed 
may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodi- Aug. 10, 2001, which is incorporated by reference herein. 
ments may be utilized and structural changes may be made In the identification of a frequency-domain sensor model, 
without departing from the scope of the present invention. 40 a general two-degree-of-freedom system can be considered 
1. Exemplary Gyroscope Model as follows. 

As discussed above, vibratory rate gyroscopes exploit a 
Coriolis term in the equations of motion to link two modes MX+Ci+Kx=BF (1) 
of the sensor’s elastic structure. One mode is driven to a 
constant-amplitude harmonic response (requiring a drive 45 
loop) and consequently any angular motion about the sen- 
sor’s sensitive axis causes the other mode to respond to this 

where the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are positive 
definite matrices. The frequency of response of Equation (1) 
is 

rotation. The amplitude of this response is reiated to the 
angular rotation rate. A second feedback loop, the balance 
loop, is often used to regulate the response of the second 
mode to zero and in this case the feedback signal contains 
information on the angular rotation rate that may be calcu- 
lated by demodulating this signal with the driven mode’s 
response. 

FIG. 1 A  is an exemplary vibratory gyroscope which can 
be used with the present invention. The operation of this 
gyroscope 100 depends on a Coriolis coupling of one degree 
of freedom to another degree of freedom with the gyroscope 
100. Excitation of the gyroscope 100 is achieved by apply- 
ing an controlled electrical potential to the two drive elec- 
trodes 102A, 102B. In the exemplary gyroscope 100 shown, 
the drive electrodes 102A, 102B and the sense electrodes 
104A, 104B are suspended by silicon springs above match- 
ing electrodes on the base plate 106. The large post 108 adds 
inertia which increases the sensitivity of the gyroscope 100 
to rotational motion. The electrical potential between the 
drive electrodes 102A, 102B and their respective base plate 

Z(w)X=(-wZM+juC+Kyr=sF (2) 

SO where Z is a 2x2 complex-valued matrix at each c, called the 
impedance matrix, F is a column matrix containing the 
magnitude and phase of sinusoidal drive inputs, and X is a 
column matrix specifying the magnitude and phase of sinu- 
soidal sense measurements. 

Since the gyroscope 100 ideally measures rate and the 
voltage measurements from the sensing pick-offs are pro- 
portional to velocity, the gyroscope 100 dynamics are mod- 
eled in terms of the coordinates specified by the sense 
electrode pick-offs. This is especially important because 

60 error equations are developed with respect to this coordinate 
system. In addition, due to the non-collocation of the actua- 
tors with the sensors, B is defined as a non-identity input 
matrix that specifies how to blend the drive inputs to provide 
forces or torques that are collocated with the sense elec- 

65 trodes. An identification is performed by fitting the imped- 
ance model in Equation (2) to experimental frequency 
domain data for the rocking modes neighborhood using a 

ss 
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least-squares algorithm to obtain the details of the mass, The rebalance loop 116 regulates the second mode’s 
damping, and stiffness matrices. response $, 118, to zero with the feedback signal zrb 120. 

the identified impedance model versus the experimental an estimate of the rate Q~,, 122, which can be conditioned 
lB the Bode magnitude and phase plots Of 

can be to design 

Demodulating 124 zrb 120 with respect to $, 112 provides 

by the lowpass filter 126. A typical ASIC embodiment of the 
invention combines the drive loop 114 control, rebalance 
loop 116 control, and demodulation into a low-power, small- 

data. This 
loops for the gyroscope loo. See e.g., M’C1oskey, R. 

T. et al., ‘‘System Identification Of a MEMS Gyroscope,” J. 
Dynamic SYS. Meas. Control, Vol. 123, PP. 201, June 2001, footprint, programmable digital device. 
which is incorporated by reference herein, for additional The ideal gyro dynamics would yield scalar times identity 
information on identification of this exemplary gyroscope IO mass, stiffness, and damping matrices, D~~ to manufactur- 
100. ing tolerances, however, it is not realistic to expect such 

symmetry; the drive mode and sense mode frequencies will 2. Gyroscope Control 
The gyroscope loo as described above, like differ and each sensing pick-off will detect both drive mode 

most vibratory rate sensors, requires two common control and Sense mode response signals, Similarly, each electro- 
task ,  a drive loop control and a Sense rebalance (or balance) Is static actuator would couple into each mode, The coupling 
loop. The drive loop control is necessary to excite a lightly of each mode into the pick-offs and actuators is evident in 
damped degree Of freedom to a constant amp1i- the Bode plots of FIG. 1B. To accommodate the split in drive 
tude. This arises from the fact that the gyroscope loo is mode and Sense mode frequencies, bias electrodes can be 
inherently sensitive to environmental perturbations. In used to perturb the dynamics and reduce the fie- 
particular, sensor properties such as modal frequencies, can 20 quency split to zero, ~~~h mode can be decoupled into its 
vary significantly with temperature. Therefore, it is desirable own measurement~actuation channel when frequency 
to employ a technique that can successfully excite a selected split is present, 
mode into harmonic oscillation without requiring a precise Decoupling each mode is essentially a coordinate trans- 

formation of the model of Equation (1) that was identified in estimate of the modal frequency. 
other words, input signals to Thus, the drive loop task can be accomplished by includ- 25 the ‘‘pick-off” coordinates, 

ing a system such as an automatic gain 
principle Of the AGC is that 

the drive and rebalance loops can be created by combining 
the pick-off (drive and Sense mode response) signals appro- (AGC). The 

an estimate of the velocity of the mode that is selected for 
excitation is fed back to the actuators which drive that mode. 
The sign and multiplicative gain of the velocity measure- 30 from a weighted 

the modal response until the desired amplitude is attained. At 
a basic level, the AGC uses a rectifier and lowpass filter for 
signal amplitude detection, a comparator for generation of 

amplitude error to zero, and a multiplier to adjust the 
velocity feedback gain. Analyses of the AGC implemented 
with a commercial DSp can be found in M’Closkey, R, T, et 
al., “Analysis of a microsensor automatic gain control loop,” 
Proc. 1999 American Control Conference, San Diego, Calif., 40 
vol. 5, pp. 3307-3311, 1999 and M’Closkey, R. T. et al., 
“Mode localization induced by a nonlinear control loop,” 
Nonlinear Dynamics, v01. 25, no. 1, pp. 221-236, 2001, 
which are incorporated by reference herein. 

produces a sinusoidal sense rebalance signal, regulating the 
sense mode response to zero at the drive loop frequency. The 
amplitude of the sense rebalance signal is proportional to Q, 
the angular rate of the gyroscope. Detection of the angular 

loop signal with the measurement of the drive mode from the 
drive loop response. Both control tasks require an identified 
model of the sensor dynamics for implementation. 

ASIC embodiments described by this invention perform 
the two feedback control tasks discussed above, automatic ss sive sensitivity to modeling errors. 
gain control (AGC) for regulating the harmonic response of 
the driven mode (i.e., a drive loop), and a rebalance loop to 
regulate the motion of the second mode to zero and the 
signal demodulation tasks for recovering the angular rota- 
tion rate of the sensor. 

FIG. 1C is a block diagram revealing exemplary feedback 
loops and one demodulation stage. The gyro 100 undergoes 
an input angular rotation rate Q 110. The response $, 112 of 
the driven mode responding harmonically from the drive 
loop 114 is denoted as 

priately weighted to each loop, Likewise, the two output 
signals (the drive and rebalance signals) can formed 

of the outputs of the drive and 

other mode undisturbed, ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~  with ~~~~~i~~ (11, the 
output transformation is defined 

merit is used to either add energy by Or rebalance loops to drive their own separate mode leaving the 

(4) 

where TTA~T=M-1’2m-1’2 and AK is the matrix of gener- 
alized eigenvalues of M and K. Similarly, the input trans- 
formation is defined as 

T =m-1/2 an error signal, a proportional-integrator block to drive the 35 
UUI 

(5) T _g-lMl/2TT 

pre- and post-mu~tip~ying Equation (1) by T, and T,,,, 
respectively, will decouple each mode into its own 
measurements/actuation channel to the degree permitted by 

In the balance loop, an angular rotation rate of the sensor 45 the damping in the device, F~~ the exemplary gyroscope 
100, the &coupling matrices are calculated to be approxi- 
mately 

0.6162 -0.7695 (6) 
T -  rate is accomplished by demodulating the sense rebalance SO 

I n  - [ -0.5693 -0.7166 I’ = [ -‘:l0:;6 ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ]  
Note that both of these transformations are well-conditioned 
and thus will not produce a closed-loop system with exces- 

FIG. 1D shows a comparison between the identified 
model and the decoupled model. The decoupling can be 
achieved with a programmable analog network. Although 
the ASIC embodiment described hereafter can perform this 

60 task, an analog network is selected to provide access to the 
decoupled signals. The off-diagonal terms in the decoupled 
model have been reduced to essentially zero, and the loops 
in the (1,1) Channel and (2,2) Channel represent the separate 
rocking modes. The higher-frequency rocking mode 

65 (approximately 4427.8 Hz) is in the (1,l) channel. This is 
designated as the drive mode that will be excited by the AGC 

Q,=A cos(w,t) (3) control loop. The lower-frequency rocking mode 
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(approximately 4422.7 Hz) is in the (2,2) channel. This is 
designated as the sense mode and will be regulated by the 
rebalance loop controller. 

FIG. 1E shows experimental results of the effectiveness of 
the decoupling. A dynamic signal analyzer is used to pro- 
duce both traces. The solid trace represents the gyro fre- 
quency response magnitude using the unmodified pick-offs 
and actuators. These results are comparable to that of FIG. 
1B. The dashed trace shows the results of blending these 
signals via the decoupling matrices: each mode is isolated to 
its own channel with very little coupling in the off-diagonal 
terms. Now that the two rocking modes are separated, the 
control design for each loop can be initiated. The nonlinear 
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) loop, which regulates the 
amplitude of the higher frequency mode, is closed around 
the (1,l) channel in the decoupled system. Alinear loop can 
be designed to regulate the lower frequency mode response 
to zero closed around the (2,2) channel. The exemplary 
gyroscope 100  also possess an “up-down’’ mode 
(displacement in the z-axis direction in FIG. 1A) that must 
be damped. The linear controller designed for the (2,2) 
channel also regulates this mode. 
3. Exemplary Gyroscope Control ASIC 

A typical ASIC embodiment of the present invention 
comprises a single digital chip solution for current and 
future vibratory rate gyroscopes including MEMS gyros. 
Applicable gyros are under development at several compa- 
nies (e.g., Analog Devices, Draper, etc.) and government 
labs (e.g., Jet Propulsion Laboratory). The ASIC possesses 
fully integrated digital processing, a flexible interface to 
commercial analog-to-digital (AID) and digital-to-analog 
(DIA) converters, high data precision for low distortion, and 
a low-power, small-area implementation. 

FIG. 2A is a block diagram of the architecture of an 
exemplary embodiment of the invention. The input signals 
to the ASIC 200 are denoted by the A (drive) and B (sense) 
channels 202, 204, respectively. The ASIC 200 outputs are 
the X (drive), Y (balance), and Z channels 206, 208, 210, 
respectively. The exemplary ASIC 200 employs seven fully 
programmable finite impulse response filters (FIRS) 

FIG. 2B is a block diagram of the AGC loop 214 of the 
ASIC 200. FIR 212B is included in the AGC circuit 214. The 
signal path, comprising FIR 212A, FIR 212B, a program- 
mable reference level 216 R, amplifier 218 with gain Kp, 
and amplifier 220 with gain Ki, implements the automatic 
gain control (AGC) loop that regulates a selected mode to a 
stable sinusoidal response. This mode may be isolated from 
the A and B input channels 202, 204 by blending these 
signals via the K1 and K2 programmable gains of respective 
amplifiers 222A, 222B. If other modes are present, but 
spectrally separated from the desired mode, then FIR 212A 
can also include a passband filter 224 to isolate the desired 
mode. Note that the passband filter 224 is depicted in FIG. 
2B as a separate element from FIR 212B and FIR 212A (of 
FIG. 2A) as a logical device. However, the passband filter 
224 can be “physically” inside FIR 212B and/or FIR 212A 
as a function of their programming. FIR 212B, the program- 
mable reference level 216, gains Kp and Ki may be pro- 
grammed to adjust the closed-loop bandwidth and transient 
response of the mode. The Kp and Ki gains represent the 
proportional-integral controller that regulates the mode 
amplitude (Ki is followed by an accumulator 226 that can 
drive any steady-state amplitude error to zero). The output of 
this control loop is used to drive the X and Y channels 206, 
208. The gains associated with the amplifiers 228A, 228B of 
these channels, denoted K3 and K4, respectively, can be 

212A-212G. 

8 
selected to drive certain modes. The appropriate gains 
depend upon the physical configuration of the electrodes 
within the gyro sensor. 

The rebalance loop, which regulates the second mode to 
5 zero, is achieved with FIR 212C. The amplifiers 230A, 230B 

have gains K5 and K6, respectively, to isolate the second 
mode to the path served by FIR 212C. FIR 212C can also be 
used to dampen other modes present within the gyro sensor. 
The output of this control loop also drives the X and Y 

10 channels 206, 208 via the programmable gains K7 and K8 
of respective amplifiers 232A, 232B. FIR 212D and FIR 
212E are used to adjust the signal phase prior to demodu- 
lation. For example, FIR 212E can be a 90” phase shift filter. 
FIR 212F and FIR 212G complete the signal demodulation 

15 and are typically selected to be low-pass filters, although the 
programming flexibility of the ASIC 100 permits any gen- 
eral FIR filter to be implemented. FIR 212F produces the 
in-phase signal term and FIR 212G produces the quadrature 
signal term. The demodulated signals are available from the 

2o Z channel 210. All amplifier gains and FIR coefficients are 
programmable and hence can be easily adapted to the 
specific features of individual gyro sensors. 

It should be noted that additional flexibility in application 
of the ASIC 100 can be achieved by configuring filters FIR 

2~ 212A, 212C, 212E shown in FIG. 2A as multi-rate filters by 
providing a programmable integer decimation factor in 
addition to the filtering operation. A side benefit of the 
decimation may be reduced power consumption since the 
remainder of the core will run at lower data rates. 

ASIC embodiments, such as the exemplary ASIC 100 
described, can be fabricated using available low production 
run manufacturing services (e.g., MOSIS prototyping, 
www.mosis.org), however, large scale production is typical 
to maximize value. 

The following technical specification summary describes 
an exemplary ASIC embodiment of the invention. The ASIC 
should be multi programmable, with variable length FIR 
filters (e.g., up to 128 coefficients each). The ASIC should 
include programmable scaling factors and gains (e.g., K1, 

40 K2, etc.). Input and output data and coefficient precision 
should each be 18 bits or better. Internal data precision 
should be 20 bits or better and 24 bits or better in the 
accumulator. The ASIC should include programmable exter- 
nal interfaces to the A/D and DIA converters. A max clock 

A physical implementation of the exemplary ASIC 100 is 

30 

35 

$5 speed of 30 MHz or better should be employed. 

detailed in the following table. 

50 
Name Value Units 

Technology 
Power Supply 
Core Area 
Die Area 
InputsiOutputs 
Power pins 
System Gates 
Transistor Count 

$5 

0.25 flm 

2.8 mmz 
6.67 mmz 

<2.5 V 

20 
8 

26,000 
650,000 

60 The ASIC architecture as shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B can 
meet the demand in spacecraft applications for low power 
consumption and high-speed computation. There are two 
control loops in its topology, the AGC loop and rebalance 
loop, and two signal demodulation stages for detecting 

65 rate-induced signals. Each of the seven FIR filters can be 
independently programmed with up to 128 coefficients. If 
the ASIC operates at a sample rate of 48K-Hz, a supply of 
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2.5V, and all 896 FIR coefficients are loaded, it consumes a 4. Gyroscope ASIC Interface and Operation 
mere 13.8 mW of power. FIG. 4A illustrates a breadboard hosting the ASIC pro- 

FIG. 3A is an exemplary plot of the power consumption vides an exemplary infrastructure for interfacing the digital 
and maximum operating frequency for a typical embodiment ASIC to the analog signals of the gyro. The board includes 
of the invention. FIG. 3B is a table showing electrical s audio Codec chips having 24-bit stereo analog-to-digital 
characteristics of a typical embodiment of the invention. converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters 

Gains K1 through K8 can chosen to adjust loop gains and (DACs), analog anti-aliasing and smoothing filters, six 
can be used to isolate the drive and sense modes. In the AGC 12-bit ADCs for gyro biasing, three with a high-voltage 
stage, the signal phase is shaped by FIR 212Aand represents (-1OV to +50V) output range, and a XILINX SRAM-based 
a signal that is in-phase with the drive mode velocity in the i o  field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The FPGAcontains 
decoupled system. Tracing out the top portion of the diagram digital logic for a personal computer interface via an IEEE 
shows that this signal is rectified and passed through a 1284 enhanced parallel port (EPP), logic for setting the bias 
low-pass filter (FIR 212B) to produce an estimate of the DACs, configuring the Codecs, and configuring and moni- 
drive mode response amplitude. The amplitude is compared toring the ASIC. The FPGA also includes circuitry to 
to the programmable reference level 216, R, and the result- is synchronize data flows between the ASIC and the Codec. 
ing error signal is the input to a PI stage (represented by This breadboard is used for closed-loop testing and control 
amplifiers 218,220). The output of this stage then modulates algorithm development. However, functionally comparable 
the drive mode signal before it is fed back to the actuators. hardware can be implemented in a finished operational unit. 

The rebalance loop controller is implemented with FIR FIG. 4B shows the signal relationships and definitions of 
212C and is designed to effectively dampen the sense mode 20 the closed-loop responses of the gyro under ASIC control. 
and up-down mode by adjusting the phase of the loop to The analog networks in FIG. 4B implement the decoupling 
produce signals that mimic the velocity of these modes; matrices that are determined from the gyro model. The 
feeding this signal back to the drive electrodes introduces isolated modes are sampled by the ASICbreadboard and 
damping into these modes. produce, at each sampling instant, the appropriate actuator 

FIG. 3C is an image of a exemplary ASIC 300 and a zs signals to regulate these modes. The ADCiDAC hardware is 
vibratory gyroscope 302. FIG. 3D is an image of a typical primarily used in high fidelity audio systems and this fixes 
circuit layout included within the ASIC 300. The exemplary the sample rate for the controllers at 48 kHz. This servo rate 
ASIC 300 is in a 28 pin LCC package. Each device 300,302 is quite adequate for regulating the rocking modes near 4.4 
is only approximately 1 cm on a side. Additional details on kHz. 
the design of the ASIC may be found in Grayver, E. et al., 30 The Codec chips that are used for analog signal conver- 
“Automatic gain control ASIC for MEMS gyro sion introduce significant transport delay into the loop 
applications,” Proc. 2001 American Control Conf., Vol. 2, (approximately 1 ms of delay). This delay is tolerable in 
pp. 1219-22, June 2001, which is incorporated by reference open-loop applications like high-end audio equipment, 
herein. however, care must be exercised when closing loops around 

The chip architecture can also be modified to replace the 3s a process. The microgyro dynamics, though at relatively 
amplifiers 222,228,230 and 232 (gains K1 through K8) by high frequencies for a mechanical system, represent a very 
programmable filters (e.g., FIR filters). This will allows even narrow-band process since the loop gain can be made larger 
greater freedom in specifying the control loop parameters than unity only in a very narrow region encompassing the 
since variations in A and B signals’ gain as well as phase gyro modes. Thus, compensation can be designed to shape 
may be separately compensated. Similarly, any control elec- 40 the phase of the loops at these few target frequencies. Recall 
trode dynamics can be compensated with this modification that the objective of the rebalance loop is to dampen the 
too. Additional input channels (augmenting A and B) and sense mode at approximately 4422.7 Hz and the up-down 
output channels (augmenting X and Y) can add even more mode at approximately 2706.0 Hz. To achieve this objective, 
flexibility in terms of blending measurement and control an FIR for each mode may be separately designed and then 
electrode signals. The current FIR length of 128 coefficients 4s combined into one filter. Each FIR isolates its designated v v 

is adequate for most applications, however, longer filters 
may be desirable under certain circumstances. Similarly, the 
data precision may be increased from 20 bits (internally) to 
further mitigate the effects of the fixed-precision computa- 
tion. 

Embodiments of the invention provide a low-power 
implementation of the control loops and signal processing 
tasks that are not achieved at the expense of a flexible filter 
structure. In addition, the control loops and signal process- 
ing tasks implemented in the invention can be adapted to 
different vibratory rate sensors. 

v 

mode using a narrow passband filter in conjunction with an 
all-pass factor for phase shaping. The band-pass filters are 
effective because the up-down mode and sense mode have 
large spectral separation. 

FIG. 4C shows the frequency response of the rebalance 
loop filter (FIR 212C). FIG. 4C also shows the performance 
of the rebalance loop compared to the open-loop case-the 
disturbance signal is summed into the channel representing 
the isolated up-down and sense modes (as indicated in FIG. 

ss 4B). The open-loop results are measured by breaking the 
rebalance loop just before the summation. The ASIC is able 

SO 

Notably, the low power consumption makes the ASIC to achieve approximately 46 dB of attenuation in the 
attractive for portable applications, while its programmable up-down mode and approximately 24 dB of attenuation in 
features permit compensation of a variety of sensor dynam- the sense mode. 
ics. This is particularly significant since mass-produced 60 The design of FIR 212A, which serves the AGC loop, is 
sensors will have some degree of variability amongst a batch very similar to the damping designs implemented by the 
of supposedly identical devices. Standard diagnostic tools rebalance loop. This filter shapes the phase of the loop and 
can identify these differences and then the FIR filters and isolates the drive mode from the up-down mode (the sense 
gains can be designed and downloaded to the ASIC. To mode is effectively eliminated via the analog decoupling 
accomplish this task with analog components would require 65 networks). The phase of the loop gain when the drive mode 
the specification of different resistor values, capacitor response is small must be chosen so that the closed-loop 
values, etc. for each sensor. system is unstable. This can be achieved by shaping the 
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phase of the drivc modc to simulate “anti-dampillg”. The 3. The circuit device of claim 1, wherein the drive mode 
initial loop gain determines how aggressively the drive response signal and the sense mode response signal are 
mode is destabilized in the closed-loop system. The ampli- combined separately in the digital drive controller circuit 
tude of the drive mode is detected via the rectifier and FIR and in the digital rebalance controller circuit to aid in 
212B. FIR 212B is a low-pass filter with a 50 Hz corner 5 isolating the drive and sense modes. 
frequency and at least 50 dB of attenuation in the stop band. 4. The circuit device of claim 3, wherein the drive mode 
The PI stage regulates the sign and magnitude of the response signal and the sense mode response signal are 
feedback signal to achieve a stable limit cycle with pre- combined separately in the digital drive controller circuit 
scribed amplitude. and in the digital rebalance controller circuit each with a pair 

FIG. 4D shows several tests of the AGC loop exciting the of programmable amplifiers, 
drive mode. The “raw” signals measured from the gyro 5 ,  The circuit device of claim 3, wherein the drive mode 

two tests demonstrate different loop bandwidths. The figure combined separately in the digital drive controller circuit on the left has lower gain and, hence, the excitation of the and in the digital rebalance controller circuit each with a pair drive mode (evident from the response envelope) occurs at 
a slower rate than the figure on the right. The sense mode is Of programmable 

6. The circuit device of claim 1, wherein the drive signal undisturbed by the excitation of the drive mode. 
FIG, 4E is a flowchart which illustrate an exemplary and the sense rebalance signal are combined separately to 

method 400 of the invention, The method 400 begins at step excite the drive mode and regulate the sense mode to aid in 
402 where a drive signal is produced for exciting a drive isolating the drive and sense mode. 
mode of a vibratory gyroscope with a drive loop to a 20 7. The circuit device of claim 6, wherein the drive signal 
substantially constant amplitude from a drive mode response and the sense rebalance signal are combined with a separate 
signal. At step 404 a sense rebalance signal is produced from pair of programmable amplifiers to each excite the drive 
a sense mode response signal with a rebalance loop to mode and regulate the sense mode. 
regulate a sense mode of the vibratory gyroscope to sub- 8. The circuit device of claim 6, wherein the drive signal 
stantially zero. At step 406, the sense rebalance signal is 25 and the sense rebalance signal are combined with a separate 
demodulated with the drive mode response signal using a pair of programmable filters to each excite the drive mode 
demodulator to produce a rate estimate of the vibratory and regulate the 
gyroscope. In further embodiments, the drive mode response 9. The circuit device of claim 1, wherein the digital drive 

combined in the drive loop and in the rebalance loop each 30 exciting the drive mode to the substantially constant ampli- 
with a pair of programmable amplifiers or programmable tude, 
filters. In addition, the method can be further modified 10, The circuit device of claim 1, wherein the digital drive 
Consistent with the exemplary devices Previously discussed. controller circuit and the digital rebalance controller circuit 

The foregoing description including the preferred are programmable to match the vibratory gyroscope. 
embodiment of the invention has been presented for the 35 11, The circuit device of claim 10, wherein the program- 
purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to mable digital drive controller circuit and the programmable 
be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form digital rebalance controller circuit each comprise one or 
disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in programmable finite impulse response (FIR) filters 
light of the above teaching. It is intended that the scope of programmed to match the vibratory gyroscope, 
the invention be limited not by this detailed description, but 4o 12, The circuit device of claim 10, wherein the program- 
rather by the appended hereto. The above mable digital drive controller circuit and the programmable 
specification, examples and data provide a complete descriP- digital rebalance controller circuit comprise one or more 
tion of the manufacture and use of the invention. Since many programmable amplifiers, 
embodiments of the invention can be made without depart- 13. The circuit device of claim 12, wherein the one or 
ing from the scope of the invention, the invention resides in 45 more programmable amplifiers comprise a pair of program- 
the claims hereinafter appended. mable amplifiers, each pair programmed to combine sepa- 

What is claimed is: rately the drive mode response signal and the sense mode 
1. A circuit device comprising: response signal in the digital drive controller circuit and in 
a digital drive controller circuit for producing a drive the digital rebalance controller circuit to aid in isolating the 

signal for exciting a drive mode of a vibratory gyro- drive and Sense modes, 
scope to a substantially constant amplitude from a drive 14. The circuit device of claim 12, wherein the one or 
mode response signal; more programmable amplifiers comprise a pair of program- 

a digital rebalance controller circuit for producing a sense mable amplifiers, each pair programmed to combine sepa- 
rebalance signal from a sense mode response signal to rately the drive signal and the sense rebalance signal to 
regulate a sense mode of the vibratory gyroscope to 5s excite the drive mode and regulate the sense mode to aid in 
substantially zero; and isolating the drive and sense modes. 

a digital demodulator for demodulating the sense rebal- 15. The circuit device of claim 1, wherein the digital-drive 
ance signal with the drive mode response signal to controller circuit comprises an automatic gain control for 
produce a digital rate estimate of the vibratory gyro- exciting the drive mode to the substantially constant ampli- 
scope; 60 tude and the programmable digital drive controller circuit 

wherein the digital drive controller circuit, digital rebal- and the programmable digital rebalance controller circuit 
ance controller circuit and digital demodulator com- each comprise one or more programmable finite impulse 
prise a distributed digital control circuit. response (FIR) filters programmed to match the vibratory 

2. The circuit device of claim 1, wherein the digital drive gyroscope; 
controller circuit, the digital rebalance controller circuit and 65 wherein the drive mode response signal and the sense 
the digital demodulator are implemented on a single appli- mode response signal are combined separately in the 
cation specific integrated circuit (ASIC). digital drive controller circuit and in the digital rebal- 

pick-offs are as as the modes. The response signal and the mode response signal are 

mode, 

signal and the sense mode response signal can be separately controller circuit comprises an automatic gain control for 
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ance controller circuit each with a pair of program- 
mable amplifiers and the drive signal and the sense 
rebalance signal are combined with a separate pair of 
programmable amplifiers to each excite the drive mode 
and regulate the sense mode; and 

wherein the digital drive controller circuit, the digital 
rebalance controller circuit and the demodulator are 
implemented on a single application specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC). 

prising the steps of  

23. The method of claim 21, further comprising combin- 
ing separately the drive signal and the sense rebalance signal 
with a separate pair of programmable filters to each excite 
the drive mode and regulate the Sense mode, 

24. The method of claim 16, wherein the digital drive 
controller circuit comprises an automatic gain control for 
exciting the drive mode to the substantially constant ampli- 
tude. 

25. The method of claim 16, wherein the digital drive 
16. A method Of Operating a lo controller circuit and the digital rebalance controller circuit 

are programmable to match the vibratory gyroscope. 
Producing a drive signal for exciting a drive mode of a 26. The method of claim 25, wherein the programmable 

vibratory gYroscoPe with a digital drive controller digital drive controller circuit and the programmable digital 
circuit to a substantially constant amplitude from a 1s rebalance controller circuit each comprise one or more 
drive mode response signal; programmable finite impulse response (FIR) filters pro- 

producing a sense rebalance signal from a sense mode grammed to match the vibratory gyroscope. 
response signal with a digital rebalance controller cir- 27. The method of claim 25, wherein the programmable 
cuit to regulate a sense mode of the vibratory gyroscope digital drive controller circuit and the programmable digital 
to substantially zero; and 2o rebalance controller circuit comprise one or more program- 

demodulating the sense rebalance signal with the drive mabk amplifiers. 
mode response signal using a demodulator to produce 28. The method of claim 27, wherein the one Or more 
a digital rate estimate of the vibratory gyroscope; programmable amplifiers comprise a pair of programmable 

5 

gyroscope 

wherein the digital drive controller circuit, digital rebal- amp1ifiers, each pair programmed to combine the 
ante controller circuit and digital demodulator 2s drive mode response and the mode response 

signal in the digital drive controller circuit and in the digital 
17, The method of claim 16, wherein the digital drive rebalance controller circuit to aid in isolating the drive and 

controller circuit, the digital rebalance controller circuit and 
the demodulator are implemented on a single application 272 wherein the One Or more 
specific integrated circuit (ASIC). 3o programmable amplifiers comprise a pair of programmable 

ing separately the drive mode response signal and the drive signal and the sense rebalance signal to excite the drive 
mode response signal in the digital drive controller circuit mode and the mode to aid in the 
and in the digital rebalance controller circuit to aid in drive and 

3s 30. The method of claim 16, wherein the drive loop isolating the drive and sense modes. 
19, The method of claim 18, further comprising combin- comprises an automatic gain control for exciting the drive 

prise a distributed digital control circuit. 

modes. 
29. The method Of 

18, The method of claim 16, further comprising combin- amp1ifiers, each pair programmed to combine the 

modes. 

ing separately the drive mode response signal and the 
mode response signal in the digital drive controller circuit 

mode to the 
grammable drive loop and the programmable 

constant amp1itude and the pro- 
loop 

and in the digital rebalance controller circuit each with a pair 
of programmable amplifiers. 

20. The method of claim 18, further comprising combin- 
ing separately the drive mode response signal and the sense 
mode response signal in the digital drive controller circuit 
and in the digital rebalance controller circuit each with a pair 
of programmable filters. 

21. The method of claim 16, further comprising combin- 
ing separately the drive signal and the sense rebalance signal 
to excite the drive mode and regulate the sense mode to aid 
in isolating the drive and sense mode. 

ing separately the drive signal and the sense rebalance signal 
with a separate pair of programmable amplifiers to each 

each comprise One Or more programmable finite impu1se 
4o response (FIR) filters programmed to match the vibratory 

gyroscope; 
wherein the drive mode response signal and the Sense 

mode response signal are combined separately in the 
drive loop and in the rebalance loop each with a pair of 
programmable amplifiers and the drive signal and the 
sense rebalance signal are combined with a separate 
pair of programmable amplifiers to each excite the 
drive mode and regulate the sense mode; and 

wherein the drive loop, the rebalance loop and the 
demodulator are implemented on a single application 
specific integrated circuit (ASIC). 

45 

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising combin- SO 

excite the drive mode and regulate the sense mode. * * * * *  


